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Forecasting and Provisioning Overview
Forecasting is done to provide each BU with an idea of their infrastructure needs for the upcoming year. It allows
leadership to plan for the costs prior to the need occurring.
In the past we used several QuickBases to track our needs:
•

DCOP – Data Center Operations and Planning QuickBase

•

FastPath – to track our unplanned infrastructure needs

•

BMO Compute/Storage Inventory QuickBase

•

ESOW

•

MFA

Financial – We used our old DCOP and related systems to provide:
•

Forecast Entry – We entered forecast data for a future quarter and can track costs.

•

Budgeting/Plan of Record – We used it to review for the next 4 future quarters.

•

Updating Changed Resources - Dynamically reallocate resources if priorities changed

Provisioning - On the provisioning side we used a multitude of systems to provision our servers and that part of the
process was completely separate from our old demand process. We had manual processes for:
•

Requesting new hardware

•

Approvals

•

Building, resizing, and returning hardware

Capacity Planning
•

Review BUFG/SDT capacity commitments for current, next 4 quarters (rolling), and fiscal year.

•

Finance view of capacity commitments for current, next 4 quarters (rolling), and fiscal year.

Capacity view of demand for the next quarter and next 4 quarters (rolling
Now we are using a customized Hosting Demand Management process in ServiceNow to track our infrastructure needs.
With our new tool we get the following benefits:
•

One entry point into our forecasting, approval, and provisioning processes.

•

A streamlined forecasting entry and approval process.

•

Improved visibility and accountability of infrastructure requests.

•

Understand the impact on our budget of infrastructure requests.

•

Improved tracking of approved hardware purchases.

What is Hosting Demand Management?
•

The process where each business unit defines their infrastructure requirements.

•

These requirements feed Intuit’s financial operations in the areas of:

–

Capacity Forecasting and Planning

–

Capital Expenditures (CapEx) and Operational Expenditures (OpEx)

–

Cost Allocations

Why are Changes Necessary?
After last year’s Eco System restructuring, we recognized the need to implement a monthly demand collection method
and consolidated Opmech to review rationalize demand, prioritize, approval of allocations and review of exceptions or
unplanned demand. This process has been temporarily owned by PI EDS until such time it was ready for handoff to the
Eco Teams for ongoing ownership.

What is Our New Demand Management Strategy?
To save costs and prepare for adoption of next-generation infrastructure technology and hybrid-cloud models, many
organizations are adopting commercial-style demand and service management that has two key characteristics:
1. A standard services catalog with clearly priced offerings that can be consumed on a price-times-quantity basis.
Such a catalog requires creating bottom-up unit costs for each service based on a detailed bill of materials. This
means that unit costs should be an aggregation of all the components making up the service and not an
arbitrarily stipulated cost mostly based on averages and allocations.
2. Roles have been established for IT to interact with business partners in a more commercial way—including roles
for product managers who can define standard offerings and solutions and architects who can help developers
combine the right mixture of them to meet business needs.
3. One of the attributes of an effective demand and service management strategy is that has a comprehensive
service catalog that presents a range of infrastructure offerings defined by functionality, service levels, and unit
costs.
Ideally, the catalog should include five to ten services in each service area: for example, databases, application
platforms, and web platforms, covering 80 to 90 percent of infrastructure requests and costs.
As many services as possible should be delivered through a self-service portal with automated provisioning. A
service catalog could also include external services, such as public-cloud computing.
4. This is the direction that we are moving towards and ServiceNow can support this vision.
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Hosting Demand Management Application
The Hosting Demand Management Application serves these main purposes within Intuit:
Forecasting side:


Allows portfolio managers, project managers, and others involved in the forecasting process to enter requests
for infrastructure into one tool.



Provides them with a tool that lets them track demands by quarter, push through demands that are urgent, and
lets them request approvals whenever needed (within approved forecasting submission dates).

Leadership side:


Provides Intuit a one point of entry and management of infrastructure requests far out in front of need.



Allows leadership to approve changes to a prior approved purchase with ease.

Provisioning side:


Provides an automated method for provisioning infrastructure.



Allows all provisioning to take place from within one tool.

Hosting Demand Management Roles in ServiceNow
ServiceNow’s Hosting Demand Management application breaks the infrastructure request process into three audiences:


(Requesters) Those who enter hosting demands. For example, Portfolio
Managers, BU PMs, or Business Analysts.



(Approvers) Those who approve hosting requests, such as BU approvers.



(Provisioners) Those who enter provisioning details and who may also
assist in the provisioning process once Demands are approved. This
group could include Service Delivery Teams, Plant Ops, or other others
who may play a part in bringing infrastructure to a state of readiness.

The process for requesting, approving, or provisioning infrastructure needs by
role is:

Requestor Role
1. Enter a Demand record.
2. Enter an Environment Request record.
3. Enter one or more Environment Detail records.
4. Submit your request for approval.
Unless the approval is denied, the part of the requester in the process ends here.

Approver Role
1. Review requests at designated intervals.
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2. Approve requests that are seen as valuable to your BU.
3. Continue reviewing new and previously approved infrastructure until 1 quarter out from need.

Provisioner/Plant Ops/Service Delivery Team (one or more of these roles may be
involved):
1. If the Demand is approved, at 1 quarter out, begin entering provisioning details in Hosting Demand
Management application in ServiceNow).
2. Once the provisioning details (IR records) are entered, those details will generate Catalog Requests in
ServiceNow.
3. The Change Requests will spawn one or more Request records that generate one or more Catalog Tasks that are
assigned Service Delivery team to provision.
4. In instances where there are changes to the infrastructure, the assignee of the Catalog Task will submit a Change
Request for the work to be done, specifying a by when time and date.
5. Once a Change Request is completed for the infrastructure, the CR is closed, and then the Catalog Task is closed
by the person who submitted the Change Request.
6. After all Catalog Tasks are completed for a Request record, that Request is closed.
7. Once all Requests for an environment are closed, the Environment Request is completed and closed.
8. Once all Environment Request’ Requests are closed, the Demand status is changed to Closed Complete inside
the Hosting Demand Management application.

Getting to Know the Interface
You can open the Hosting Demand Management Application by typing “Host” or Demand in the Filter at the top-left
corner of the ServiceNow screen.

Once you enter the key term, you will see the Hosting Demand Management Application with all modules displayed.
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Display Module Review
The first part of the Hosting Demand Management menu shows your own work.

My Demand Records
This list shows all demands that you submitted by demand number. I also displays the status of each demand.

My Environment Requests
Currently shows all demands requested.
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My Approvals
Shows any demand records needing your approval.

Demand Records
This section of the Hosting Demand Management module contains views related to your Demand records. You can
create a new demand, and view active or complete Demands using these modules.
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Create New
This command opens a new Demand record so you can enter the details for the infrastructure you are requesting. See
more information at XXX.

All Active Demands
This list shows all of your active demands. Any that were closed complete or cancelled will not appear in this list.

Complete Demands
This list only displays closed complete or cancelled demands.
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Environment Records

Environment Request
Shows all Environment Request records including each detail record and its current state.
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Environment Details

Provisioning Details
Displays a list of all environment details listed by quantity of each.

Snapshots
A snapshot is a historical depiction of a record prior to any changes occurring. In the Hosting Demand Management
Application, snapshots are taken prior to any Environment Request or Environment Details record change. This way you
can determine that if an approved demand record had any changes made to it after approval, the snapshots would
detail those changes.

Environment Request Snapshots
This is a list of the Environment Request records created in Hosting Demand Management.
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Environment Details Snapshots
This is a list of the Environment Detail records created in Hosting Demand Management.

The Hosting Demand Management Record
Relationship
A Demand record contains the high-level data needed for a forecast request (demand) to be created. There is only one
demand needed for each application requiring infrastructure. The Demand record acts as the container for a series of
Environment Requests, each of which can also contain multiple records.
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For instance, if you needed an environment for an application called App Opps, you would enter one demand record and
then detail the infrastructure needed. For a second application, you would need to enter a second demand and all
related infrastructure.

Forecasting in ServiceNow
Entering a New Forecasting Demand
Some things you should know before you begin:
•

All fields are required when you submit your request for approval but you can leave the ones with red borders
blank to begin entering your demand records unless they show an * to the left of the field. Those fields
displaying the * must be completed before you can save your work.

•

If your initiative is spread across fiscal years, you must enter two demand records: one for each year.

•

You can enter a demand before you have a new application in ServiceNow. But by one quarter before need,
your new application must be set up in ServiceNow and must be selectable from the Application drop-down list.
You must return to your demand and update the Application name prior to the purchasing of your equipment.

•

The Fiscal Year defaults to the current year (in this case FY16). However, you can select another year from the
drop-down list. Currently you can only add FY16 or FY17 demands in ServiceNow.
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•

It is important that you enter valid and pertinent data into all fields so your approval will not be held up or sent
back for additional data.

To Enter a New Demand:
1. Click Create New.

2. Enter the fields in the form above.
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Field

Description

Number

A ServiceNow-generated field that cannot be edited. It is used to tie the request to all its
detail records. You cannot edit this field.

*Initiative

This is a key directive from leadership.

*Justification

Select the business justification for your environment request from the drop-down.
Note: If your application does not exist, select New Feature/Service/Application from the
drop-down list. You will be prompted to check a No Application check box and then
enter the BUFG L2 and L3 fields who are financially responsible for costs of the demand.
You will need to

*Priority

BU Prioritization of work is subjective.
Select the criticality of your request from the drop-down list. The application defaults to
–None- but you must select a priority. This priority can be different than that of
individual Environment Request records.

Submitted by

This field defaults to the name of the requester.

Fiscal Year

Currently this defaults to FY16. You can select FY17+ from the drop-down list. Additional
years will be added as the application allows for future year input to be entered.

*Application

Use the drop-down list to select the application name for what you are requesting. Your
application selection causes ServiceNow to filter the fields you can select during the
Infrastructure Request entry. There is built-in business logic that will prohibit you from
selecting inappropriate options.

*BUFG L2 and L3

These fields are associated with the application you select. The only time you can specify
them is when you are requesting infrastructure for a new application.

*Description

Enter the ‘what’ the initiative is for.

*Business Case

Enter the ‘why we need what we’re requesting’ reason in this field.

*Required fields.
3. Click Save.

Entering an Environment Request
Environment Request records contain a breakdown of costs, server quantities and storage sizes.
Each environment type (prod, dev, etc.) will have its own Environment Request record. This record also lets you override
the requesting BU in cases where a different BU is responsible for paying for the need. You can also change the default
month (which defaults to the next quarter out.
Costs, Storage Size, and Total Servers roll up from the Environment Details records.
About the Environment Request record:
•

You can have one or more Environment requests for each Demand record.
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•

Each Environment Request must have at least one Environment Detail record associated with it before you can
request approval for your Demand.

•

You must be in the Demand record before you can request approval.

•

All fields are required except the Environment Business Case.

•

There are business rules applied to Month and Quarter to prevent entries in a closed FY or Quarter. You may
select another Month from the drop-down list but only if it is open for the FY you selected in your Demand
record.

•

If you want to have your infrastructure built in phases, you can enter different Environment Requests for each
quarter and then enter the detail records for that which should be built out in each quarter. You can also build
out one environment or one phase, and then copy the environment request and change the month it is needed
to achieve phased results easily.

•

Contents of the Total Cost, Total Storage, and Total Servers fields are aggregated from data in the Environment
Details records you will create next.

To Enter a New Environment Request Record:
1. Scroll down the page from your Demand record to click the Environment Request tab or to see the Environments
Request section of the page.

2. Click New.

3. Enter the fields in the form above.
Field

Description

Demand Number

A ServiceNow-generated field that cannot be edited. It is used to tie the request to all
its detail records. You cannot edit this field.
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*Environment

Select the environment you want to request infrastructure from the drop-down list.
You will need a new Environment Request record for each environment you want to
provision.

*Funding Source

If a different BU is responsible for the cost of this demand, you can select PI from the
drop-down list. Otherwise keep the default as Requesting BU/FG.

*Environment Priority

Your environment priority can be different than that of your Demand. Please select
the priority from the drop-down list.

*Month

The month will default to one quarter out from the present date. You can select a
different month and it will impact the cost of requested servers and when you will
need to provide pre-provisioning details.

Field

Description

Total Cost

This cost is an aggregate cost that rolls up from the Environment Detail records.

Total Storage (in GB)

This field contains the aggregate that rolls up from the Environment Detail records.

Total Servers

The total number of servers is an aggregate that rolls up from the Environment Detail
records.

Environment Business
Case

Enter additional information that will help business leadership approve your demand.

*Required fields.
4. Click Save.

Entering an Environment Details Record
About the Environment Details record:
•

All fields are required

•

When you click Submit New Environment Details, the contents of the Server/Storage Sizes and Quantity fields
will roll up to the Environment Request record.

•

The Data Center selected filters the contents of the Hosting Segment so you will only see hosting segments that
are available for your data center.

•

You can one or more Environment Details record for each Environment Request record.

•

You must be in the Demand record before you can request approval.

•

After you enter an Environment Details record, the Detail Status says “Needs Details,” referring to the
infrastructure details needed to provision your servers. You can submit your Demand request for approval
without completing these details.

•

Once quarter prior to when the infrastructure is needed, you (or a member of a Service Delivery Team) must
return to the ServiceNow Hosting Demand Management application and complete the infrastructure details
prior to the provisioning of your request.
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Understanding Cost Allocations Submitted in Environment Details Records
When you select a server/storage from the drop-down list, each item has a cost associated with it. If you request the
item for use in Q1, then your BU is charged for the entire cost (in this example, $3,245).

If you want the item for use in FY16 Q3, then it divides the cost of the item by the number of quarters of use you will get
from the item and it charges you accordingly. So in this example, to use a VM of the size shown below, your BU would be
charged half of the yearly price, or $1,622.50. You will see the total cost of the item when you select it, but the roll-up
amount will be the usage total.
Costs roll up to the Environment Request level. To get a view of the costs you have entered to date for all Q1 needs for
App Ops QDC-C Pre-prod, you would open the Environment Request for that environment and review the rolled up
costs.
To Enter a New Environment Details Record:
1. Scroll down the page to locate the Environment Details tab/section.

2. Enter the fields in the form above. Use a wild card search to locate the correct entry for each field below using the
following format: “*QBC”, for example.
Field

Description

*Data Center

Enter the Data Center for the Environment Details.

*Hosting Segment

Enter the Hosting Segment.

*Server Size / Storage Size

Select the Server/Storage size needed for your request.

*Quantity

Enter the number of servers (selected above) that you want. You can also enter a
negative number (-5) to return, move, or resize servers).

*Required fields.
3. Click the Submit New Environment Details button to save your work.
4. Continue to enter the Environment Details for each data center, hosting segment, and equipment needed.

The Environment Details Tab
After you enter an Environment Details record and click Submit New Environment Details, the record is stored and
displayed below the Environment Details form.
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1. The Data Center and Hosting Segment that you entered remains so that you can easily add more servers and
quantity. If you need to change the Data Center and/or Hosting Segment, remember to do so before you submit
your next Environment Details record.
2. Scroll down to the Environment Details tab. Notice you have 1 environment detail showing below the tab and it also
displays in the Environment Details tab.
3. Once an Environment Details record is submitted, it displays in the report below the Environment Details tab.

General Rules for Resizes and Moves
Currently moves are restricted by Data Center. You can move within zones but not outside a zone. This will be addressed
in Phase II.
Some moves and resizes are not done in the Hosting Demand Management application. If there is no impact to budget
or capacity, you would perform a change request to perform a move. Here is a list of what is allowable and where you
should go to initiate what you need:
Move

Resize

Same Hosting Segment

Different Hosting Segment

VM

Change Request

Demand Request

Demand Request

BM

Change Request

Demand Request

Not Allowed

Big Data

Change Request

Demand Request

Not Allowed

Storage

Change Request

Demand Request

Demand Request

Change – Originates from Service Catalog request
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Demand – Originates in Hosting Demand Management
Not Allowed – Cannot perform in any application in ServiceNow
Note: All moves require at least one positive and negative quantity. You must give back the old infrastructure (quantity) and then request new infrastructure using a positive quantity. The total of the negative and positive records
must net to zero.

Entering Moves


The impact of a move should not increase or decrease your cost.



Whenever you do a move, resize, or even return, go into the negative first.



Whenever you do a move, resize, or even return, go into the negative first.



Enter the negative and positive for each transaction to relate them and deal with their related CIs as you enter
each details record.



With the exceptions of a return, all negative requests should show a Details Complete Status after you relate the
Cis for both transactions (negative and positive), indicating they are complete and ready for approval.



All new requests for servers will remain in the Needs Details State until they are ready to have the infrastructure
requested.

Note: DO NOT wait and try to match them just prior to approval or for a large request.
To Enter a Move:
1. Enter the Environment Details for your move, with the first of the two records as the negative or give back amount
as a – number.
2. Click Submit New Environment Details.

3. Enter the second record with the new Hosting Segment as a positive number, and click Submit New Environment
Details.

4. After entering both sides of the move details, scroll down to the Environment Details tab/section, verify that both
amounts equal a net 0 difference, and then select the negative part of the move.
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5. Click the Move/Resize field and select Move from the drop-down list.

6. After selecting move, a second field will appear, and you can click the search icon to select the positive part of the
move transaction to relate it to the negative side.

7. Double-click to associate the record shown with the give back (negative side) of the transaction.

8. See Entering the Related CI, on page 21 to related the assets you are returning to the negative record.

Entering Resizes
A resize can result in a negative or positive change in your BU’s budget, depending on whether you are requesting a
larger or smaller server. In the example below, we are returning two small devices, and then requesting two medium
servers, resulting in an increase to the cost of your Environment Request. As in a move, you want to enter the “give back
quantity” or negative amount first.


Resizes must be done in the same Data Center and Hosting Segment as the initial server was housed.
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Resizes require that you select Related Cis for both the return (negative number) and the new size since they are
both require a related CI.



With the exceptions of a return, all negative requests should show a Details Complete Status after you relate the
Cis for both transactions (negative and positive), indicating they are complete and ready for approval.



All new requests for servers will remain in the Needs Details State until they are ready to have the infrastructure
requested.

To Enter a Resize:
1. Enter the first part of a resize transaction by selecting the Data Center and Hosting Segment, and then specify the
Server and enter a negative amount in the Environment Details record, just as you did for a move or return.

2. Click Submit New Environment Details, and repeat the process except change the server size and enter the quantity
as a positive number.

3. Click Submit New Environment Details.

Notice that you now have a net zero different in quantity, a debit and a credit in total costs, and a difference in the
size requested and the size returned.
4. Click on the negative Environment Detail record to open it so it can be related to the positive detail record.

5. Select Resize from the Move/Resize drop-down list.
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6. Click the magnifying glass to select the related CI for this resize.
7. Select the Environment Detail to link or relate your negative resize record to.

8. Click Save.
9. See Entering the Related CI, on page 21 to related the assets you are returning to both the negative and positive
records.

Entering Returns
A return means that you are giving back the infrastructure that is no longer required by your business unit (BU) and also
results in a credit back to your BU’s budget for the unused cost allocation.
What is a Return?


For a virtual machine, it leaves the storage resources available for reuse.



For physical storage, the servers remain racked and also available for reuse.



In ServiceNow, a return requires one Environment Details record (unlike other transactions (Moves and Resizes),
which require two transactions (a positive and a negative request that net to zero).



For a return, the negative number will indicate that this is a return as there will not be an associated request
record added (for a move or a resize).



Usually you need a negative and a matching positive with a net difference of zero. But for a return, you will only
need to submit one Environment Details record with the give back (or negative) amount.

To Enter a Return:
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1. Enter the Environment Details as you would for any infrastructure request.
2. Select the Server or Storage size you want to return.
3. Enter the number of servers being returned as a negative number.
4. Click Submit new Environment Details to save your work.
5. Enter the Related CI (see “Entering the Related CI,” on page 21).

Entering the Related CI
For any type of give back (a return, move, and resize all contain a give back or negative number), you must relate the
negative amount to the asset each item is tied to. So if you are giving back five servers, you need to select 5 assets to
relate to the request.
Once you relate all your Configuration Items (CI) records, and click Save, you will see a list of the items you selected. You
can verify the number showing in the tab with the number of moves to know you’ve completed this portion of the
move.
Normally PMs, Portfolio Managers, and others with a similar role would not know this information so you will have to
work with your Service Delivery Team or others to get the information you need so you can select it for your move.
When you’ve completed this step you can go up to the Demand record and click Request Approval of your Move unless
it was entered as part of a larger request.

Note: A return is the only type of negative transaction where the Needs Details status remains. All other types of
transactions containing a negative and positive Environment Detail record will not need additional details entered 1
quarter out from when the infrastructure is needed.
To Relate the CI to the Negative Number:
1. Click on the Environment Detail record that you want to open (select the one with the negative number).
Note the number of servers that you need to relate to assets before you go further.
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2. Scroll down to the Related CI tab and click Edit.

3. Locate the assets you are returning from the drop-down list. For instance you can use *QBO for example to locate
QBO assets.
4. Select assets from the left pane, highlight each one and click the right arrow to move them to the selected column.
Ctrl+ and click to select more than one.

Note: If you don’t click the right arrow and move your selections to the right column, when you click Save, your
selections won’t be automatically saved.
5. Click Save.
6. Verify that you have selected the correct number and assets to return from the list of Related Cis that display.
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7. For Resizes Only: Repeat the Related CI process for the new (positive) request.
8. Click Update to move out of this record and back up to the Environment Details level to continue entering additional
records.

Requesting Approval
If you have no other Environment Detail records to enter, you can submit your request for approval. You must be in the
Demand Record to view the Request Approval button.
If you do not see the Request Approval button, your Demand is not ready for approval and you must return to the detail
records to review them until you find the issue that keeps it from being ready for approval.

Review Your Environment Details
Before you submit your Demand for approval, review the Environment Details report to determine if you need to
provide further information before requesting approval.
To Review the Environment Details:
1. View the list of all Environment Detail records that make up your demand.
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2. Review the list for the following items:
Moves:


Make sure you have a positive and a negative request that net zero.



Verify that the Status of the negative component shows with Details Complete (meaning that it has had its
related CIs completed.



If the Status of the negative side of the move indicates that it Needs Details, verify that you have related the
correct number of CI assets to the request.

3. Verify that any other negative (give backs) are for a return or else you must enter additional details for the positive
side of the transaction.
4. Proceed to requesting approval.
To Request Approval:
1. Open the Demand record or click Update to move up to the Demand-record level of your forecasting request.

2. Click the Request Approval button.
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3. Notice that your Status will change from Draft to Pending Approval after your request is successful in the list of your
Demands.

The Status will also change at the top of the Status bar when you are in the Demand record.

4. Once the Demand has been approved, the status will change to approved.

Error Message Received When You Request Approval:
If your request is not successful, an error message indicating you have not related all your Cis will appear, and then you
can click OK. Return to the Environment Details and review your records to fix any issues with relating CIs.

Adding or Correcting a Demand After Approval
Once your Demand has been approved, it will sit in the Approved state until 1 quarter out from need. At that time you
can begin entering the Infrastructure Request (see Requesting Your Environment’s Infrastructure, on page 27).
Sometimes, you may need to make changes to your request prior to requesting infrastructure. When this occurs, you
can go back into the Environment Request or Detail records and make changes accordingly. When you have a Demand
with multiple Environments, you will only need to get reapproval for the Environment Request record containing the
changes.
To Update an Approved Demand:
1. Open the Demand record, and scroll down into the Environment Request section.

2. Click on the Environment you want to open.
3. If your change involves moving the Environment Request, click on the Month and select a new month; if the change
is on a specific Environment Detail level, open the appropriate detail record and make the needed change.
As soon as you “touch” any part of the approved Demand to make a change, the system will display a dialog box
requesting justification for the update.
4. Click the Save button to keep your work.
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5. Enter a justification (reason) for the adjustment, and click OK.
6. When you make changes to your original demand, the system only requires new approval for the Environment
Request within the demand, so you can navigate to the Environment Request level using Update, and then click the
Request Approval.

At this point you return to the same approval process that you did for the entire demand, but if you were to review
the state of the demand, it would show as approved. You have split the environment out from the total demand and
created an incremental approval instead of a normal approval.

FastPath Approvals
Sometimes, there is a need for unplanned infrastructure to be handled. In the past, we had a different path to process
those types of approvals called a FastPath Approval Process. In the Hosting Demand Management Application all you
need to do is to check a box indicating that it the Demand is to address an immediate need. Then you would submit your
Demand with a field checked. This will indicate that the requested infrastructure is needed sooner than prior to the next
Forecasting review session, and if leadership approves, your request will be approved and immediately you will be able
to begin requesting infrastructure. This functionality is in progress at this point, so there are no screenshots available to
show you at this time.
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Requesting Your Environment’s Infrastructure
After your demand has been approved, it remains in the approval state until 1 quarter out from need. When it is ready
to accept provisioning details, the Need Details message will appear at the Environment Detail level. When the message
requesting details appears, you or a member of the Service Delivery Team can open each Environment Details record
and enter the provisioning details for each requested item.

Providing Infrastructure Request Details

Note: The only item with completed details is the negative side of a move.
To Enter Infrastructure Request Details:
1. Open your Demand and navigate to the Environment Details level to review what detail needs to have provisioning
information added.
2. Click on each of the Environment Details with a Detail Status of Needs Details.
3. Scroll down to the Infrastructure Request (IR) Information section, notice how many servers you are provisioning.
4. Click Add Details.

5. Review the first screen of the IR Request, using the icons to review any of the details requested.
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6. Click Submit.
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7. Scroll past the display-only fields to enter the details for your environment. Some of the fields required depend on
the type of infrastructure requested.
8. Enter Security, Fault Domain, Quantity, Server Size, System Role, Operating Details, and Additional Details.

Note: You can split your provisioning details into multiple records if you need to provision a portion of your request
for App servers, and another for Web, Database, or Other types. For instance, if you wanted 1 of your bare metal
servers in the example above, you’d enter a quantity of 1 and enter the rest of the details in support of that request,
then add another detailed item and provision the second server for another type of system role.
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9. Click Submit.
10. Once you’ve completed entering all the provisioning details for all requested quantities, your Detail Status will
change to Details Complete.
11. Continue opening each Environment Detail record with a Status of Needs Details until you’ve provisioned all of your
infrastructure.

Requesting Infrastructure
After you’ve completed entering the details for each environment being requested, and the status of each shows as
Details Complete, you are ready to submit your infrastructure for provisioning. When you do this, the Hosting Demand
Management Application updates the status of your Environment Request to IR Opened.

The Hosting Demand Management Application also creates an Infrastructure Request for the environment.

The following illustrates what happens once the IR is opened. A catalog request (REQ record) is added for each
Environment Request record submitted. A Service Catalog record called a RITM is also created and you can see it if you
drill down into the REQ. Tasks are also created within ServiceNow and those tasks are routed to the appropriate Service
Delivery Teams for the actual provisioning of your servers. If you are part of a Service Delivery Team, you may find tasks
assigned to you through the ServiceNow dashboard and will have additional work to do for the provisioning process.
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Once your infrastructure has been provisioned successfully, the Hosting Demand Management Application will update
the status of each Environment Request to IR Complete. Once all of your Environment Requests are complete, the
Hosting Demand Management Application will update your Demand status to Closed Complete.
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If you drill down into the Environment Request level, you can also see that its state is IR Complete. Remember that you
could have multiple Environment Requests in various states. But until all Environments have either an IR Canceled or IR
Completed, the Demand will remain open. Only once all Environments are completed will the Demand status change to
Closed Complete.

You can determine the state of any Demand by opening your My Demands Record from the Hosting Demand
Management Application menu.
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No index entries found.
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